
                                              

For Immediate Release 
 

DelSolar Modules Receive the “Made in EU” Certification 
Qualifying for the Italian Feed-In-Tariff 10% Premium 

 
 
Taipei, Taiwan, September 13, 2011 - DelSolar Co., Ltd. (OTSM: 3599) today 
announced that DelSolar PV modules qualify as “Made in the European Union”. 
The successful factory inspection performed by TÜV Rheinland (a member of 
IECEE and an accredited certification company by the GSE), enables 
DelSolar’s wide range of multi-crystalline PV modules with power output 
ranging from 125 Wp to 250 Wp offering added value to our customers. In 
addition, it confirms DelSolar’s status as a top-tier solar module supplier in the 
marketplace. 

The new Italian regulation (Conto Energia IV) encourages  the use of 
components ”made in Europe”, which rewards PV projects that contain at least 
60% local content with a 10% premium over normal feed-in tariff rates. The 
certification received by DelSolar satisfies the guidelines and requirements set 
forth by the Italian government. 

 
R.C. Liang, Chairman and CEO of DelSolar said, “We are very pleased to 
receive the Made in EU certification that offers a great added value to our 
customers. In the future, DelSolar will continue to make the best endeavor to 
provide products with high quality and efficiency, as well as the best services to 
customers worldwide.”  
 
 

 

#  #  # 
 
About DelSolar Co., Ltd.: 
Founded in 2004 in the Hsinchu Science Park in Taiwan, DelSolar is dedicated 
to the research, development, and production of high-quality solar cells, 
modules, and photovoltaic (PV) systems. The company strives to become the 
world’s leading solar supplier through continuous innovation, outstanding 



                                              

production processes, high yield rates, and world-class product efficiency.  
 
DelSolar was established as a joint venture of Delta Electronics, Inc., and the 
Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI), a renowned technology 
development organization in Taiwan. Delta is the world's number one provider 
of switching power supplies, and also holds a leading position in the fields of 
automation, networking, and renewable energy. This alliance has generated 
great synergies, including strong in-house automation and an innovative R&D 
team, for DelSolar to develop and produce advanced solar photovoltaic 
products with state-of-the-art efficiency. 
 
DelSolar is committed to providing clean and effective solar energy for a 
sustainable world. For further information, please see the company’s website 
at: http://www.delsolarpv.com, or contact:  
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